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Abstract 
Heavy-ion induced two-neutron transfer reactions (18O,16O) at 84 MeV were studied on several tar-
gets up to high excitation energy of the residual nucleus thanks to the use of the MAGNEX magnetic 
spectrometer to detect the ejectiles. The obtained results indicate of the important role played by the 
nuclear paring.
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Heacciones de transferencia de dos neutrones inducidas  
por iones pesados y el papel del apareamiento

Resumen  
Se estudiaron reacciones de transferencia de dos neutrones inducidas por iones pesados (18O, 16O) a 
84 MeV en varios blancos hasta una alta energía de excitación del núcleo residual gracias al uso del 
espectrómetro magnético MAGNEX para detectar los residuos eyectados. Los resultados obtenidos 
indican el importante papel desempeñado por el apareamiento nuclear.
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res VAN DE GRAAF; espectros de energía.

Introduction
It is well known that the atomic nucleus is a com-

plex many-body system. The knowledge of the internal 
degrees of freedom is crucial to understand nuclear 
structure features like single-particle and collective sta-
tes, clustering, pairing correlations, and other proper-
ties [1]. This information canbe extracted from elastic, 
inelastic, transfer, and other nuclear reactions.Transfer 
reactions have been extensively studied during the last 
decades because of their sensitivity to the nuclear struc-
ture of the interacting partners. In particular, two-nucleon 
transfer reactions have gained special attention because 
they can probe pairing correlations in nuclei [2], [3], [4], 
[5], [6], [7].In addition, they are relevant to model more 
complex processes such as double charge exchange re-
actions, which are of interest for applications in neutrino-
less double beta decay researches [8], [9].

In the last few years, a study of different systems 
was pursued at the Catania INFN-LNS laboratory (Italy) 
by the (18O,16O) two-neutron transfer reaction at 84 MeV 

using the MAGNEX large acceptance magnetic spectro-
meter to detect the ejectiles. Thanks to its high resolu-
tion and large acceptance, high quality inclusive spectra 
have been obtained, even in a largely unexplored region 
above the two-neutron emission threshold in the resi-
dual nucleus. 

New phenomena appeared, such as the dominan-
ce of the direct one-step transfer of the two neutrons 
and the presence of broad resonances at high excitation 
energy in the 14C and 15C spectra [2], [10]. These struc-
tures were recently identified as the first experimental 
signature of the Giant Pairing Vibration (GPV) [11], [12], 
[13] predicted long time ago [14]. 

Materials and methods

The experiments
The experiments were performed at the INFN-LNS 

laboratory in Catania. The beam of 18O6+, accelerated at 
84 MeV incident energy by the Tandem Van de Graaf, 
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impinged on different thin solid targets (namely 9Be,11B, 
12C,13C,16O, 28Si and 64Ni targets) produced by evapora-
tion at the LNS chemical laboratory. The beam-integra-
ted charge was measured by a Faraday cup mounted 
15 cm downstream of the target. So absolute cross-
sections were extracted. 

The ejectiles of 16O were momentum analysed by 
the MAGNEX spectrometer working in the full acceptan-
ce mode (solid angle Ω~ 50 msr and momentum range 
Dp/p~ 24%) [15], [16], [17]. In the different experimental 
runs, the optical axis of the spectrometer was cente-
red at laboratory angles qopt = 6°, 12°, 18°, 24°. In all 
the runs the ejectiles trajectory were accepted between 
-5.2° and +6.3° in the horizontal direction and ± 7.0° in 
the vertical, with respect to the optical axis. In such a 
way, an angular range between about 3° and 30° was 
measured in the laboratory frame with overlaps of about 
6° between two contiguous sets of measurements.

The energy spectra
Thanks to the spectrometer high resolution and lar-

ge acceptance, high quality inclusive spectra were ex-
tracted, even in a largely unexplored region above the 
two-neutron separation energy in the residual nucleus 
[19], [20], [21], [21], [23], [24], [25].

Examples of the obtained excitation energy E* = 
Q0 – Q (where Q0is the ground to ground state Q-value) 
spectra are shown in Fig. 1 for different targets and an-
gular settings. For example, in Fig. 1 a) the 14C spectrum 
at 9° <qlab< 12° is represented. Several known 14C exci-
ted states are populated for which the spin and parity 
have been determined by previous (t,p) reactions [26]. 
It is known [27] that the dominant configuration of the 
ground state and the states at 7.01 and 10.74 MeV is a 
pair of two neutrons with L = 0, 2 and 4 on a 12C 0+ core, 
respectively. It is very interesting to note that this spec-
trum is verysimilar to the ones excited by (t,p) reactions, 
indicating the strong selectivity of the (18O,16O) reaction. 
The energy spectrum for the 13C(18O,16O)15C reaction in 
the angular range 9.5° <qlab< 10.5° is shown in Fig. 1b). 
The two bound states of 15C are recognized below the 
one-neutron separation energy (Sn= 1.218 MeV), namely 
the ground and the state at 0.74MeV. These are cha-
racterized by a well-known single-particle configuration 
with thevalence neutron in the 2s1/2 and 1d5/2 shell over 
a 14C 0+ ground state core, respectively. Above Sn, na-
rrow resonances at excitation energy of E* = 3.10, 4.22 
4.66, 6.84 7.35 MeV are clearly identified. Such states 
are typically labeled as 2particles-3holes configurations 
and are strongly excited also by the (t,p) reaction repor-
ted in Ref. [28] Above the two-neutron emission thres-
hold (S2n= 9.394 MeV), two large unknown structures are 
strongly excited at E* = 10.5 and 13.7 MeV over a conti-
nuously distributed strength due to the three-body and 
four-body phase-spaces.A more detailed analysis of the 
two-neutron transfer on the 15C continuum is reported 
in Ref. [29].

Another interesting feature of the 14C and 15C spec-
tra in Figure. 1 a) and b) is the appearance of two new 
structures above the twp-neutron emission threshold at 

16.9 ± 0.1 MeV and 13.7 ± 0.1 MeV, respectively. By 
a detailed analysis of these structures, reported in refs. 
[11], [12], [13], they were recently identified as the first 
experimental signature of the Giant Pairing Vibration 
(GPV) predicted long time ago [14].

In Figure. 1c) some results concerning the expe-
riments on 11B target are shown. In ref.[20] a first evi-
dence of pairing correlation was already discussed in 
presenting the transfer yields. Here we focus on the 13B 
energy spectra, where several peaks corresponding to 
transitions to known bound and resonant states and a 
broad structure between 10 and 14 MeV are observed. 
In particular, the states at E* = 3.68, 4.13, 5.39,6.16, 
6.43 and 8.14 MeV are the most populated. It is interes-
ting to describe 13B lowlyingstates in the limit of a weak 
coupling among the 3/2- proton hole orbital and the 14C  
excited states. In this way, a direct link is established bet-
ween 13B and 14C states at low excitation energy, which 
are characterized by the correlations of two neutrons in 
the sdshell. In comparing such homologous states, an 
interesting finding is the reduction of theenergy of the 
13B excited states of about 3 MeV compared to those  
of 14C. Since the ground state of both nuclei presents a 
N = 8 magic number of neutrons, due to the p-shell clo-
sure, our finding indicates that the energy gap between 
p and sdshells is lowered from about 6 MeV in 14C to 
about 3 MeV in 13B. As a consequence the rapid evo-
lution of the shell structure towards 12Be is confirmed, 
indicating that the N = 8 shell closure is dissolving when 
neutron-rich nuclei are considered.

An example of 66Ni energy spectrum is shown in Fi-
gure. 1 d). In this case the spectrum features are sensi-
bly different from the light nuclei ones. A large bump is 
observedprobably due to the convolution of the several 
peaks populated in this region, due to particularly fa-
vorable kinematical matching conditions [23]. However, 
one should notice that for such heavy nuclei the incident 
energy corresponds to 1.7 times the Coulomb barrier.
Thus the dynamical conditions could be rather different 
compared for example to the 13C target case, where the 
energy is 3.2 times the Coulomb barrier. Specific analy-
sis based on semi-classical transport equations in hea-
vy-ion collisions have been published in [30].

The angular distribution
The absolute cross section angular distributions of 

the identified peaks were extracted in a quite wide range 
at forward angles, according to the procedure described 
in Ref. [31]. From their analysis it was demonstrated that 
the (18O,16O) two-neutron transfer reaction can be used 
for quantitative spectroscopic studies of pair configura-
tions in nuclear states [2], [3], [24], [25], [23], [32]. Exam-
ples of angular distributions for the transitions to the 14C 
ground state and 15C low-lying excited states are shown 
in Figure 2 and 3.

From a theoretical point of view, the Coupled Reac-
tion Channel (CRC) approach is necessary to interpret 
such data. In ref. [2] the experimental absolute cross 
section of the one- and two- neutron transfer reactions 
induced by an 18O beam on a 12C target was reproduced 
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Figure 1. One-dimensional spectra of the reconstructed 14C, 15C, 13B and 66Ni excitation energy for the selected 16O ejectiles emitted in the (18O,16O) reaction at 84 MeV. 
The contribution due to the 12C impurities in the targets is subtracted in Fig.2 b), c) and d).

for the first time without the need of any scaling factor 
by means of Exact Finite Range (EFR) CRC calculations. 
Two approaches are shown here in this case: the ex-
treme cluster model(where the two transferred neutrons 
are treated as a cluster system with the two neutrons 
coupled with relative spin S = 0) and a sequential two-
step approach. The relevance of cluster configurations 
was revealed in the ground state wave functions of the 
14C nucleus, which was described within the extreme 
cluster approach, see Figure 2. On the other hand, the 
contribution of the sequential transfer mechanism ap-
pears small. 

However, the strong approximation adopted in the 
extreme cluster approach makes it useful only in few ca-
ses, e.g. it does not describe well the higher excitation 
energy states [2]. In particular, in the case of the extreme 
cluster model with spectroscopic amplitudes set to 1, 

Figure 2. Comparison of the experimental angular distributions with theoretical cal-
culations in extreme cluster model (blue), sequential (red) and coherent sum of the 
two processes (orange) for the 12C(18O,16O)14Cg.s. reaction.
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often the calculated cross sections are larger than the 
experimental data. See for example the comparison with 
experimental data in the case of transitions to the 15C 
states shown in Figure 3. The main reason for this over-
estimation might lie in the approximation that the two 
neutrons are coupled to the total spin S = 0 with 100% 
of probability. For this reason we developed in Ref. [32]
a microscopic cluster model, where spectroscopic am-
plitudes from shell-model calculations. To achieve this 
objective, we made use of transformation brackets con-
necting the wave functions for two particles in an har-
monic oscillator common potential (j-j coupling) with the 
wave functions given in terms of the relative and centre 
of mass coordinates of the two particles (LS coupling).
As a first step, we performed microscopic cluster calcu-
lations considering that the cluster relative motion state 
is represented exclusively by n = 1 and l = 0 quantum 
numbers, i.e. the cluster is in the 1s intrinsic state. The 
obtained cross sections (labelled 1s microscopic clus-
ter) are much lower than data for all transitions. Thus, 
we included also the 1p (n = 1 and l = 1) cluster relative 
motion states (labelled 1s +1p microscopic cluster). We 
see in Figure 3 that the 1s + 1pmicroscopic cluster cal-
culations are in rather good agreement with the expe-
rimental angular distributions, without the need of any 
scaling factor.

The microscopic cluster model has allowed to well 
describe the experimental cross section, thus demons-
trating the importance of a two-neutron correlation in 
the nuclear wave function in the two-neutron transfer 
mechanism. A dominance of the 1s and 1p waves in the 
two-neutron cluster internal wave function is found. This 
result show that the extra neutron in 13C, when compared 

to 12C, does not destroy the neutron-neutron correla-
tions in the wave functions.
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